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Sign language is an important communication tool for a vast majority of deaf and
hard-of-hearing (DHH) people. Data collected by the World Health organization
states that there are 466 million people currently with hearing loss and that num-
ber could rise to 630 million by 2030 and over 930 million by 2050 [1]. Currently
there are millions of sign language speakers around the world who utilize this skill
on a daily basis. Bridging the gap between those who communicate solely with a
spoken language and the DHH community is an ever-growing and omnipresent need.
Unfortunately, in the field of natural language processing, sign language recognition
and translation lags far behind its spoken language counterparts. The following re-
search will seek to successfully leverage the field of Deep Reinforcement Learning
(DRL) to make a significant improvement in the task of Sign Language Translation
(SLT) with German Sign Language videos to German text sentences. To do this
three major experiments are conducted. The first experiment examines the effects
of Self-critical Sequence Training (SCST) when fine-tuning a simple Recurrent Neu-
ral Network (RNN) Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) based sequence-to-sequence
model. The second experiment takes the same SCST algorithm and applies it to a
more powerful transformer based model. And the final experiment utilizes the Proxi-
mal Policy Optimization (PPO) algorithm alongside a novel fine-tuning process on the
same transformer model. By using this approach of estimating the reward signal and
normalization while optimizing for the model’s test-time greedy inference procedure
we aim to establish a new or comparable SOTA result on the RWTH-PHOENIX-
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Communication plays an essential role in social interactions and subsequently in peo-
ples daily lives. However, in a society that is predominantly hearing, DHH persons
and communities can face discrimination in the workplace [5] as well as frequent so-
cial isolation and miscommunication [6]. In recent years strides have been made in
order to attempt to correct these issues such as the availability of online text-based
communication and multiple video captioning services. However, this has yet to fully
bridge the gap between these populations.
While human sign language interpreters are a good way to confront this problem,
they are heavily in demand and require years of schooling [7]. One solution to this
issue is to offload the effort of sign language understanding to digital sign language
interpreters in the form Deep Learning models [8, 9, 10]. These models, once success-
fully trained, could provide comprehensive interpretations of what a signer is saying
and thus facilitate a more seamless way to convert signs to text or glosses. This fact
makes the automatic translation of sign language both important and meaningful to
not only our society but the world.
Generally, the development of most sign languages has been independent of the
development of the corresponding spoken language. As such, there can exist signifi-
cant linguistic variance between these two modalities [11]. For example, since signing
is a visual language it utilizes multiple complementary channels to convey key infor-
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
mation [12]. This information includes both manual (hand shape, movement, and
pose), as well as non-manual (shoulders and torso, facial expression, and mouth and
movement of the head) features. These points, along with many others all lead to the
inevitable conclusion that the mapping between signing and speaking is incredibly
complex and has no forthright simple solution.
Unfortunately, current models all have a few major weaknesses in common. The
first being that they all rely heavily on traditional supervised learning yet their perfor-
mance is primarily evaluated by multiple unique sequence level error functions such as
BLEU [13], CIDEr [14], ROGUE [15], or WER. These metrics, while unique in their
method of calculation and evaluation, all seek to accomplish the same thing which
is to provide an automated substitution for skilled human judges. This makes these
values a far better approximation of the effectiveness of a model than values such as
loss or accuracy. With traditional supervised learning, these systems are unable to
optimize on these metrics due to their non-differentiable nature. Secondly, many net-
works rely on a process called teacher-forcing to boost performance during training.
This process injects ground truth sequences as model inputs. While this can improve
convergence time, during inference the model will never have access to the ground
truth and thus a large discrepancy can build between the training performance of the
model and the performance on the testing and validation sets, this is known as expo-
sure bias. Lastly, because of the discrepancy between the conditioning context during
training versus during testing, for example using greedy decoding during testing but
a categorical distribution during training, the simplified loss landscape could lead to
a more brittle and unstable model that cannot generalize as well.
To address these issues, several algorithms and practices from the field of Rein-
forcement Learning (RL) will be leveraged. Specifically, the REINFORCE algorithm
[16] first leveraged by Ranzato et al. [17] but with the training methodology and
improvements detailed by Rennie et al. [18] also known as Self-critical Sequence
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Training (SCST). SCST has shown proficiency in increasing the quality of generated
sentences on both image captioning and video captioning tasks [18, 19, 20, 21] and
thus is a good candidate for SLT. This algorithm will be applied to both a sequence to
sequence, and a Transformer based model. Next, the lessons learned applying SCST
to a CSLR problem in [22] will be utilized to implement a novel model structure that
uses Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [4] to enhance output quality and accuracy
with the Transformer model. Much like REINFORCE, PPO is a policy gradient type
RL algorithm but with two notable improvements. The first enhancement is the ad-
dition of the clipped surrogate objective. This effectively limits the change the model
can make at each gradient step in order to improve stability. This occurs if an action
taken is either too good (to prevent the policy from always choosing that action) or
too bad (to prevent the policy from never choosing that action again). The second
enhancement is allowing multiple epochs of gradient ascent to run on the provided
samples prior to updating the policy. This both prevents destructively large policy
updates and allows the model to squeeze more out of the data and reduce sample in-
efficiency. By ensuring the policy is only updated at a conservative rate, PPO avoids
having one or two bad policy updates permanently affect the rest of the training run.
These improvements make PPO an exceptional replacement for SCST by addressing
some of the main weaknesses of the REINFORCE policy gradient algorithm.
To summarize the novel contributions of this work:
• we demonstrate the first usage of a PPO algorithm that leverages an automated
non-differentiable NLP scoring metric as the reward signal for an SLT system
• we dispose of the idea of a separate value network and integrate all value gen-
erating logic into the transformer in the form of an added ”value block”
• we improve on the metric scores and caption quality of the best possible repro-
duced SLT transformer that uses pure cross entropy loss
4
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Background and Related Work
Sign Language Translation (SLT) is a computational linguistic problem that seeks
to generate spoken language translations from sign language videos. Sign Language
Recognition (SLR) seeks to generate glosses from individual signs but can neglect to
incorporate the underlying unique linguistic structures of many sign languages [23].
Continuous Sign Language Recognition (CSLR) seeks to accomplish the same task
as SLR but instead with a continuous sequence of signs as input. SLT, and CSLR
have their individual use cases and their relationship can best be illustrated in Fig.
2.1 below.
Figure 2.1: Sign Language Recognition vs. Sign Language Translation (Note: The frames,
German glosses, and German text sentences were provided by the dataset. The English
translation was added manually later.)
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This diagram also illustrates the difference between text and gloss. Glossing is
the simplified written form of sign language [24] which has different structure and
conventions from spoken text. For the purpose of this work, text translations are
prioritized over gloss translations as they can lead to more meaningful interaction
between the hearing and DHH communities. As a whole, SLT and SLR fall under
the umbrella of natural language processing (NLP) tasks. Moving forward, we focus
on SLT but later we will discuss the important role CSLR plays in the overall system
as well as the current state-of-the-art in this area. By nature, SLT is an incredibly
complex problem that requires a multi-faceted approach due to its unique phonological
features. These features include things such as handshape, movement, location of the
body, and facial expressions [25]. In the following subsections a brief history of the
field of SLT and the application of machine intelligence (MI) and deep learning (DL)
will be discussed as well as the usage of Reinforcement Learning (RL) in CSLR and
related fields.
2.1 Early Sign Language Recognition and Translation
Some of the foundational work completed in SLT and SLR involved a glove-based
approach which was introduced as a method to bypass issues that are created when
attempting to capture sign features solely using computer vision. This can be dis-
played in a 1983 patent which details a glove populated with multiple sensors that
could decipher individual ASL fingerspellings [26]. The glove leveraged a hardware
electronic circuit which were tied specific mode signals to unique hand formations and
movements. Following this work, many other hardware based systems have been built
where signers must equip various sensor arrays in order to facilitate proper recogni-
tion and translation. These arrays can come in the form of gloves, vests, and facial
sensors or a combination of the three. This is best shown in the following papers
[27, 28, 29]. As a small note there have also been some virtual reality based systems
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such as the invention of the NASA aerospace lab’s VIEW in 1990 but work concerning
SLT leveraging these systems was fairly limited [30].
2.2 Computer Vision Based Sign Language Translation
The current dominant approach to SLT are vision based systems which do not rely
on the signer wearing physical hardware to extract meaningful information from their
movements. One of the first works which incorporates computer vision techniques is
the paper by Tamura et al. published in 1988 titled ”Recognition of Sign Language
Motion Images” [31]. Here, the features of the signer’s hand location and movement
are extracted from the red component of the input series of color images and are
matched to the 3-D feature descriptions of a sign language hand shape dictionary
that have been converted to 2-D for ease of representation and comparison. Several
other works have followed which have taken similar approaches, this can be seen in
the following papers [32, 33, 34]. The main issue presented by these applications is
that the systems are only capable of recognizing individual signs in a controlled en-
vironment with a limited vocabulary. This has some major disparities in comparison
to real-world sign language translation. Variables like multiple unique signers with
different clothing and body shape, different backgrounds with various levels of light-
ing, and the signers distance from the camera are all problems that require a much
more comprehensive approach. This includes access to a dataset which could provide
effective exposure to these elements and more like them.
2.2.1 Emergence of Deep Learning
Most of the earlier work in SLT mainly leveraged methods such as Hidden Markov
Models (HMMs) [35], 3D reconstruction [36], and Conditional Random Fields [37].
With the rise of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) [38] and Deep Learning
(DL) [39], SLT saw a major boost in popularity and performance. This was primarily
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spurred on by the success of DL in the fields of Speech Recognition [40], Machine
Translation [41], Video Captioning [42], and Pose Estimation [43]. Specifically in this
case, CNNs are used to extract meaningful features from SLT datasets which are then
fed into DL models to produce a text or gloss caption [8, 10, 44, 22, 45]. The most
commonly applied DL model is one that follows the seq2seq or sequence to sequence
paradigm.
2.2.2 Early Sequence to Sequence Models
Since the publication of the paper ”Sequence to Sequence Learning with Neural Net-
works” by Sutskever et al. [46] DL sequence to sequence models have dominated
NLP tasks which require mapping a sequenced input to a sequenced output. Since
strong annotations are difficult to obtain for seq2seq tasks, there was a big push to be
able to leverage these systems to train on weakly annotated data (such as SLT). One
solution for this problem was through the usage of Connectionist Temporal Clas-
sification (CTC) Loss proposed by Graves et al. [47]. CTC allows the system to
consider all potential alignments between the input sequence and the target sequence
when calculating the error for the sample or batch of samples. This innovation lead
to state-of-the-art performance in several unique NLP tasks such as lip reading [48],
speech recognition [49], and CSLR [8, 10, 50]. Unfortunately CTC has a few major
drawbacks that limit its performance in the field of SLT. Chiefly, CTC assumes that
the source and target sequences always have the same order. Consulting Fig. 2.1
above it can be observed that especially in the case of text comparison, this presents
a major issue as not all words occur in the same place between the two sentences.
Secondly, CTC loss calculation assumes that there is conditional independence be-
tween target sequences. This is problematic as it severely inhibits the capability of the
network to extract the information embedded in the input sign sentence and create
a generalized language model [10]. Later, we see that CTC is a much more effective
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tool when measuring error in gloss translations and can be leveraged in a significant
way to enhance a networks performance [44].
To address this issue Kalchbrenner et al. developed the Encoder-Decoder architec-
ture in [51]. This proved to be a big step forward for the field as the Encoder-Decoder
networks, or Recurrent Continuous Translation Models as they were initially called,
could use intermediary latent space to map two sequences temporally. While Kalch-
brenner et al. used a single Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) for both encoding and
decoding this would be the exception in the process moving forward. Both Sutskever
et al. [46] and Cho et al. [52] utilized systems which had a separate RNN for encoding
and one for decoding. Works such as these lead to the rise of a new field aptly named
Neural Machine Translation (NMT). This field differentiates itself from other related
NLP fields in that it specifies the usage of a single large DL system to learn a statis-
tical model for the machine translation task at hand. Despite these advancements,
encoder-decoder networks still have a major issue that limits their machine transla-
tion performance. During the encoding phase the source sequence is converted to a
static length vector size defined during the creation of the network prior to training.
Not only does this create an information bottleneck that persists into the decoding
phase but it also struggles to preserve long term dependencies between the source
sequence and the target sequence. Furthermore, tasks which require very large input
sequences such as text summarization are incredibly difficult for RNN based networks
to handle [53].
2.2.3 Attention
A solution to this issue was proposed by Bahdanau et al. [54] in the form of an
extra layer added between the encoder and the decoder called the attention layer.
While previously the encoder only passed the final hidden state to the decoder, the
attention layer allows the encoder to pass all previous hidden states forward as well.
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In order to leverage this influx of information, the decoder must now perform and
extra set of steps prior to producing its output. It is also worth noting that shortly
after Bahdanau et al.’s seminal work, Luong et al. [55] published a paper which
further improved on the attention paradigm by submitting new approaches to cal-
culating the attention score. Furthermore, they partially addressed the issues faced
by longer source sequences by implementing local attention over global attention.
This mechanism selectively focuses on a small window of context (as opposed to the
entire sequence) and it is differentiable. This led to both decreases in computation
time and a performance increase for longer context tasks. From here several unique
attention based systems have been proposed such as bi-directional encoders [56] cou-
pled with deep learning as well as a novel convolutional [57] model which does away
with recurrent components in favor of convolutional blocks which perform everything
from embedding to outputting the final sequence. Unfortunately, both reccurrent and
convolutional models are still computationally expensive, and difficult to parallelize
which is a must for GPU training. This made tackling larger and more complex NLP
datasets very challenging even for models with a high number of parameters and
layers [58].
2.2.4 Transformers
The transformer architecture originally developed and detailed by Vaswani et al. in
the paper ”Attention is All You Need” [59] proposed replacing all recurrence and
convolutional structures in a system with linear layers, normalization, and attention
mechanisms. As of present, transformer based systems are the dominant architecture
in NLP and are used to achieve state-of-the-art results for many different tasks [60,
61, 62] including SLT [44, 45, 50]. The remarkable capabilities of these architectures
have only been improved on in recent years and several landmark papers have been
published detailing these leaps forward.
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The Biderctional Encoder Representations from Transformers or BERT architec-
ture [63] was released at the end of 2018. This advancement addressed two problems
simultaneously. First, BERT facilitates the fine-tuning of massive pre-trained lan-
guage models on smaller task-specific datasets. When comparing the performance of
a model trained from scratch on a dataset, and one that used BERT to fine-tune for
a few epochs, the performance was comparable and in some cases improved in the
BERT model. The core idea behind this new architecture is that it is bidrectionally
trained. This means that compared to regular seq2seq models in which the only con-
text the model receives is the word before it in the sentence, BERT based models are
also passed the word after the word the model is trying to predict.
Other works include OpenAI’s Generative Pre-Training models GPT-1 [64], GPT-
2 [65], and GPT-3 [60]. These architectures are all massive generalized language
models which have shown excellent performance in many NLP generation tasks such
as question answering, next word prediction, and text summarization. The typical
use case is to leverage a GPT model that has been extensively trained unsupervised
on massive text datasets and then then later perform supervised learning to fine-tune
the model to address the aforementioned tasks.
While BERT and GPT variants are incredibly powerful models, they have yet
to make a serious impact in the field of SLT primarily due to the lack of sufficient
data and the dissimilarity of SLT to other text generation tasks. The commonality
between all tasks listed in relation to BERT and GPT is that they all receive a text
input whereas SLT networks work off of extracted frame data and image features.
2.3 Introduction to Reinforcement Learning
As noted in a prior section, sequence to sequence captioning systems are traditionally
trained through cross-entropy loss and more infrequently CTC loss. However, in order
to directly optimize on the aforementioned metrics as well as address the issues of
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teacher forcing and exposure bias the proposed models will be cast in Reinforcement
Learning terminology. This is a similarity shared by all background work discussed
following this section. The diagram below illustrates the fundamental components of
a system that leverages RL.
Figure 2.2: Agent Environment Interaction in Reinforcement Learning [2]
At a high level the agent receives a state St from the environment and then
based the information provided by the state takes an action At in the environment.
Depending on what the action accomplishes in the environment a scalar reward Rt is
sent back to the agent as a form of feedback. In all cases the agents objective is to
take actions that maximize the value of the reward signal in the given experiment.
This is how the agent learns and adapts.
In the case of SLT with RL, the deep learning model acts as the ”agent”. The
”state” is the batch of selected series of features that are extracted from sign language
video frames and the words from the accompanying captions that are passed to the
model. The ”environment” is all collected features and captions for the training
run. The ”action” is the models predicted caption, and the ”reward” is the scalar
value generated by the chosen NLP metric for the predicted caption. Algorithms
such as SCST and PPO can then replace the traditional loss function (such as cross-
entropy) with one that uses the reward to calculate and backpropagate the gradient
thus providing the necessary feedback to the agent.
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2.4 Reinforcement Learning in NLP
While RL has only very recently made its foray into SLT, it has had a much richer his-
tory in NLP as a whole. The first major melding of the two fields occurred in Daume
III et. al. in 2009 with the paper Search-based Structured Prediction [66]. They first
noted that since a wide variety of MI related tasks such as computational biology,
speech analysis, and even natural language processing are all structured prediction
problems, that they could develop an algorithm which would transform these incred-
ibly complex issues into a binary classification schema. This algorithm, SEARN, let
the model utilize its own predictions at training time to generate a series of actions
(i.e. the next branch of a protein structure, or the choice of the next word), this is the
”lEARNing” portion. It then runs a separate part of the algorithm, the ”sEARch”
function, to determine the optimal action at each unique time step. Lastly a basic
classifier (or the ”policy” in RL terms) is trained through backpropagation to predict
that optimal action.
The drawback with this methodology is that for captioning or text generation tasks
with a very large vocabulary, it can be incredibly difficult predicting a next word while
using only the words predicted so far in that phrase or sentence. This problem was
partially addressed in [67] with Venkatraman et al. Data As Demonstrator (DAD)
algorithm. DAD leverages the RL paradigm of Imitation Learning (IL) to inject
a ”demonstrator” in the form of ground truth training data to perform corrections
to errors made during the multi-step prediction process. While empirically DAD
improves generation, it is difficult to justify that forcing the model to always predict
a specific word regardless of preceding words in all generated sequences is always the
best choice. This revelation was detailed in Bengio et. al. [68] which successfully
applied DAD specifically to the task of image captioning on the Microsoft Common
Objects in COntext (MSCOCO) dataset.
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2.4.1 Self-critical Sequence Training in NLP
The next step forward is the usage of the REINFORCE algorithm, [16, 69] a policy
gradient type algorithm, to force a model to directly optimize on a non-differentiable
evaluation metric (BLEU, WER, CIDEr, etc.) in the realm of image captioning. This
was first done in the landmark paper ”Show, Attend and Tell: Neural Image Caption
Generation with Visual Attention” by Xu et al. [70], it was refined by Ranzato
et al. in [17] using the MIXER algorithm. This innovation corrected for the issues
REINFORCE experienced when dealing with the large action space of text generation
by pre-training a network using cross-entropy loss and then gradually swapping to
REINFORCE. Since REINFORCE is already starting with a strong policy (i.e. the
weights learned during cross entropy training), it can explore the action space without
fear of massive deviation. By starting with a much lower perplexity and therefore a
similarly low branching factor, REINFORCE has to do much less exploration before
it converges to better result. The most recent improvement on the algorithm, and
what the initial implementations in this research are based off of, has been Rennie.
et al.’s ”Self-critical Sequence Training for Image Captioning” [18]. Here, instead
of creating a separate linear regressor to generate a baseline for REINFORCE, the
model utilizes the output of its own greedy test-time inference algorithm to normalize
the rewards it experiences. This new algorithm called Self-critical Sequence Training
(SCST) displayed a significant boost in both speed and performance of the BLEU
and CIDEr evaluation metrics on the MSCOCO dataset.
2.4.2 Proximal Policy Optimization in NLP
The latest frontier of this research is detailed by Ziegler et al.’s 2020 paper ”Fine-
Tuning Language Models for Human Preferences” [71]. Here, their primary goal is
text summarization as well as continuing text with positive sentiment by fine tuning
a GPT-2 model with RL. The policy they use is a new family of policy gradient
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type methods released in 2017 by Schulman et al. titled Proximal Policy Optimiza-
tion (PPO) [4]. For the positive sentiment task they surveyed multiple people and
asked them to evaluate two different set of captions, one set they graded based on
how ”positive and happy” the text was and the other they graded based on how
”vividly descriptive” the continuations were. For the summarization task they ap-
plied a ROGUE score to each summary as well as evaluating the overlapping n-grams
between the generated summary and the text that was summarized.
2.5 Reinforcement Learning in CSLR
To the best of our knowledge there appears to be only a very small body of work in
which RL is applied in the context of CSLR. This paper is Zhang et al.’s ”Continuous
Sign Language Recognition via Reinforcement Learning” [22]. This work applies
the SCST algorithm detailed in [18] to train a Transformer based network on the
PHOENIX-Weather-2014 GSL dataset. First, frame data is extracted using a 3D-
ResNet architecture and then the feature sequences are passed to the transformer
network to translate into textual sentences. With SCST the network is incentivized
to minimize WER and this results in performance that is slightly improved compared
to a network trained purely with cross-entropy. While not explicitly mentioned in the
paper, from previous experiments it was clear their network was pre-trained using
cross-entropy and then at some point swapped to SCST for fine-tuning purposes.
This is whats known as a ”warm start”.
2.6 Evaluation Metrics
The following subsections will cover the various evaluation metrics discussed earlier in
this paper. A majority of these metrics function as both the reward signal for the RL
enhanced models as well as the primary means of determining performance. While
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they all are centered in the NLP realm and seek to determine the comprehensiveness
of a given caption, they each have drastically different ways of approaching this task.
2.6.1 BLEU
BLEU (Bilingual Evaluation Understudy) [13] is a corpus level evaluation metric that
was born out of a need to replace human evaluations of machine translation results.
The authors of BLEU state that while human evaluations are extensive, they are
costly in terms of time, money, and effort. Furthermore, the human labor used in the
process is usually not re-usable.
Thus Papineni et al. propose BLEU, an automated machine translation evalua-
tion that is relatively quick, computationally inexpensive, and language-independent.
Their method is presented as an effective substitution to skilled human judges when
a system requires frequent evaluations.
BLEU’s primary mechanism for measuring translation qualities is modified n-
gram precision (for n 1 through 4). This is computed by first counting the maximum
number of times a word occurs in any single reference caption. Then, the total count
of each word is clipped by its max reference count. Finally, the clipped counts are
summed and then divided by the total unclipped number of words.
In order to prevent exponential decay as the n-gram size increases BLEU applies
an average logarithm with uniform weights to the calculated n-gram precision scores.
This is effectively equivalent to using the geometric mean of all modified n-gram
precisions.
Another issue that requires correction is translation length. A system could easily
take advantage of the BLEU scores calculation methods by simply flooding a gener-
ated sentence with as many words that it thinks are even tangentially related to the
input features. In this way the BLEU scores would be heightened as there would be
multiple instances of n-gram overlap between the reference and the hypothesized cap-
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tion despite lower levels of sentence comprehension. This problem was tackled with
the application of a brevity penalty. This penalty is a scalar multiplicative factor to
the base BLEU score. Given c refers to the length of the candidate translation and
r as the reference corpus length, brevity is best described by the following equation.
BP =
{
1 if c > r
e(1−r/c) if c ≤ r
(2.1)
Then, by assigning the geometric average of the modified n-gram precisions to pn
and positive weights wn summing to 1 we can calculate the BLEU score for n-grams
up to length N through the following equation.







BLEU will produce a score in the range 0 to 1 for each n-gram through 2.2 with
the brevity penalty calculation of 2.1.
Overall BLEU’s strength is that it has high correlation with skilled human judg-
ment and is widely accepted as one of the top evaluation metrics for a variety of NLP
tasks including SLT.
2.6.2 CIDEr
The CIDEr score, or ”Consensus-based Image Description Evaluation” is a relatively
newer metric published by Vedantam et al. [14] in 2015. This metric claims to measure
the similarity of a generated sentence against a set of ground truth sentences with
a higher agreement than pre-existing metrics as assessed by skilled human judges.
It was also created expressly with image captioning in mind which gives it a slight
advantage over other metrics that are concerned purely with text-to-text tasks. This
ties to the end goal of this metric which was for a given image Ii automatically
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evaluate how well a candidate sentence ci matches the consensus of a set of image
descriptions Si = {si1, ..., sim}.
Similar to BLEU, CIDEr leverages n-grams (specifically 1-4 grams) in its score
calculation but has a few extra steps inbetween. One of the first issues that required
solving was that n-grams that commonly occured throughout all ground truths should
be assigned a lower weight. This was deemed appropriate as these n-grams are likely to
be less informative and their higher frequency could lead the system to over-prioritize
their existence in generated captions.
To encode this intuition into a scalar metric a Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) [72] weighting was applied for each n-gram. If wk represents
each n-gram occurrence in sij the target reference sentence then the number of times
an n-gram occurs in that reference is denoted by hk(sij) and hk(ci) for the generated
candidate sentence. A separate TF-IDF weighting, represented by gk(sij) is calculated












For clarity, Ω represents the vocabulary of all n-grams and I is the total number
of samples in the dataset; for PHONEIX14T please refer to table 3.2. The first
term in the equation is called the TF term places higher weight on n-grams the
frequently occur in a single particular reference sentence whereas the second term,
the IDF, reduces the weight of n-grams that commonly appear across all references
in the dataset. Together they act as a sort of ”checks and balances” variable that
incentivzes an increase in context rich n-grams while decreasing the likelihood of
”filler” words such as ”and, the, it”.
The next component of the full CIDEr metric is the CIDErn score for n-grams of
length n. This is computed by taking a singular candidate sentence and all relevant
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ground truth references and determing the average cosine similarity between these
samples. The resulting scalar accounts for both precision and recall thus combining









Here, for all n-grams of length n gn(ci) represents a vector formed by gk(ci) with
||gn(ci)|| being the magnitude of that vector. The same can be repeated for gn(sij).
Both the TF-IDF value and the CIDErn value combine together in the final equa-





As mentioned before in section 2.4 this metric serves as the basis for the reward
signal to not only [17, 18] but for the systems detailed later in this work as well.
2.6.3 WER
Word error rate (WER) is another very common metric used to evaluate the perfor-
mance of machine translation or speech recognition systems. This metric is seen in
various modern SLT and SLR works such as [8, 10, 44, 50, 22]. Specifically WER is
used to determine the ability of the system to perform sign-to-gloss (S2G) conversions.
The formula for WER is derived from the Levenshtein distance formula developed
by mathematician Vladimir Levenshtein in 1965 [73]. The original formula is a char-
acter level string comparison metric which calculates the minimum number of edits
(insertions, deletions, or substitutions) needed to change one word into another.
WER is nearly identical to Levenshtein’s formula with the exception that it works
on the word level for a sequence of words. After aligning the candidate word sequence
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with the reference word sequence, WER can formally be computed using the following
equation:
WER =
S + I +D
N
=
S +D + I
S +D + C
(2.6)
Here, S is the number of substitutions, D is the number of deletions, I is the
number of insertions, C is the number of correct words, and N is the total number
of words in the reference sentence.
The reason BLEU and CIDEr are prioritized over WER in this work is due to
two major reasons. Firstly, we are concerned with the task of SLT which leans more
heavily towards the former metrics instead of the latter. Secondly, several works have
shown that WER does not always equate to superior candidate sentence accuracy




The overall objective of this thesis is to develop a deep learning SLT system that
is fine tuned using DRL to produce textual output that is on-par or surpassing the
quality of the current state of the art on the RWTH-PHOENIX-Weather-2014T GSL
dataset. For the purpose of this work, quality will be assessed through a combination
of manual sentence coherence evaluation, a minimal word error rate, and heightened
BLEU and CIDEr scores. We focus purely on the task of sign language translation as
a majority of sign language data sets do not have access to gloss level interpretations.
3.1 Sign Language Translation Dataset
The dataset used for the various experiments detailed in this document is the ”RWTH-
PHOENIX-Weather-2014T” continuous SLT corpus [10]. PHOENIX14T is predi-
cated on the RWTH-PHOENIX-Weather-2012 [76] and the RWTH-PHOENIX-Weather-
2014 [77] SLR datasets released by Forster et al. PHOENIX14T and its predecessors
are composed of videos captured over a period of three years (2009-2011) from the
daily news and weather forecast airings of the German public tv-station PHOENIX.
The videos depict nine different professional sign language interpreters recorded by a
stationary color camera placed directly in front of them at a consistent distance. All
interpreters are wearing dark clothes in front of an artificial light gray background.
The videos were recorded at 25 frames per second and the size of each frame is 210 x
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260 pixels. Figure 3.1 below shows a sample of the interpreters from PHOENIX14T
taken from various videos on different dates.
Figure 3.1: German Sign Language Interpreters
While all nine interpreters are represented in the dataset, the distribution of trans-
lations is not even. Figure 3.2 below displays the frequency of each signers appearance
in both the training and test sets of PHOENIX14T.
Figure 3.2: Number of Signs Annotated by Each Interpreter
Here it is apparent that the majority of translations in both data partitions were
primarily sampled from interpreter 1 and 5 with the distribution being slightly more
even in the training set. This is notable as features extracted from interpreters with
less representation, such as 2 and 6, have the potential to be more difficult for the
system to translate is it has the least amount of experience training on these inter-
preters.
PHOENIX14T is considered by the authors [10] to be the first fully parallel,
large vocabulary, continuous SLT corpus. What this means is that for each sign
language video there is an accompanying sign-gloss annotation and a text German
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translation (taken from the news anchor). An important aspect in comparing sign-
gloss annotations and spoken language translations is that the samples will have
different sentence segmentation. This means that a one-to-one relationship between
the samples does not exist. This relationship is best displayed in Table 3.1 below.
Table 3.1: PHOENIX14T Sample Sentences












2 WOHER WARM woher soll die wärme
derzeit auch kommen.
where should the heat
come from at the mo-
ment.
3 IX WIND UND
SCHNEE STUFEN-
WEISE GRENZE
dabei wird es kühler
und die schneefall-
grenze sinkt.
it will be cooler and
the snowfall line will
drop.
Here it is important to note that in most cases not only is the sign-gloss annotation
much smaller then the spoken language translation but it also may contain extra
symbols that are exclusive to glossing. An example of this can be found in the third
caption with the ”IX” symbol. The ”IX” gloss stands for index and indicates the
interpreter needs to point to someone or something. If this gloss was paired with a
modifier such as in the case of ”IX-loc” this would mean that the signer would point
to a specific location. A sign-gloss annotation is tasked with conveying the same or a
similar level of information as the spoken language translation and these limited but
effective glosses can be a major advantage in this process.
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Currently PHOENIX14T is available for free to the public in order to facilitate
future growth in the area of SLT research. In order to provide a more comprehensive
description of the dataset, the detailed statistics of its training, validation (dev),
and testing partitions can be found in Table 3.2 below. For clarity, OOV stands
for Out-of-Vocabulary which means words that are seen in the test or dev sets, but
do not occur in the training set. Singletons refer to words that occur only once in
the training set. Furthermore, it can be assumed that all data that these statistics
have been sourced from has been automatically transcribed, manually verified, and
properly normalized.
Table 3.2: Key Statistics of PHOENIX14T
Sign Glosses German Text
Train Dev Test Train Dev Test
splits 7,096 519 642 7,096 519 642
frames 827,354 55,775 64,627 827,354 55,775 64,627
vocab. 1,066 393 411 2,997 951 1,001
tot. words 67,781 3,745 4,257 99,081 6,820 7,816
tot. OOVs N/A 19 22 N/A 57 60
singletons 337 N/A N/A 1,077 N/A N/A
Here it is evident that while the splits and frames are equivalent, there is a signifi-
cant disparity between the vocabulary and total words between the sign-gloss annota-
tions and the spoken language translations. This lends validity to the assertion that
GSL glosses are not easily converted to German text as they present a truncated ver-
sion of the actual spoken phrase for sake of conciseness. Furthermore, visual-gestural
languages like GSL are much more difficult to convert to a human readable form due
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to the unique complex grammatical structures including facial expression, finger and
palm orientation, bodily movement, and non-manual signals [23].
Overall RWTH-PHOENIX-Weather-2014T provides an excellent working base for
both SLT and CSLR tasks and is leveraged for all proceeding experiments.
3.2 Tools
Prior to detailing the specifics regarding implementation and theory behind the ex-
periments it is important to discuss the tools and software used to complete these
works.
All deep learning systems were created using the Python PyTorch [78] optimized
tensor library. The final transformer model was built using the Joey NMT framework
[79]. Joey NMT is a clean and minimalist neural machine translation toolkit built on
top of PyTorch and the basis for the current state-of-the-art model published by Cam-
goz et al. [44]. Both the initial code for the LSTM based sequence-to-sequence model
and one initial iteration of the transformer model were based off of Ben Trevett’s ”Py-
Torch Seq2Seq” tutorial repository. A secondary early iteration of the transformer
model was based off the the ”Attention is all you need: A Pytorch Implementation”
repository. Unfortunately, it had some critical issues with misplaced teacher forc-
ing during the validation phase but it was still helpful in getting early iterations of
the system functional. Lastly, the repository released by Luo et al. [80] titled ”An
Image Captioning codebase” provided critical guidance for the implementation of
Self-critical sequence training for both the LSTM based sequence-to-sequence models
and the Transformer. CPU training was occasionally used for debugging purposes but
a vast majority of the training and testing was performed on an NVIDIA GEFORCE
RTX 2080 Ti GPU located on a remote server. All data and metric logging as well as
experiment tracking was accomplished through a combination of ”Weights & Biases”
(wandb) [81] and ”Tensorboard” [82].
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3.3 Feature Extraction
Two sets of features were extracted from the video frames provided by PHOENIX14T
for use with the following experiments. The first were ResNet [83] CNN features and
the second were CNN+LSTM+HMM features provided by the authors of [44] and
based off of a modified Inception [84] architecture first detailed in [85].
3.3.1 ResNet Features
These features were extracted by leveraging a ResNet50 architecture that was pre-
trained on the ImageNet [86] database. In order to obtain a feature matrix for each
video frame, the final fully connected layers of the network were swapped out and
instead the last pooling layer’s output was returned.
This allows the actual network to take advantage of the robust, discriminative
features learned by a CNN that was trained on a much larger and diverse image
dataset. The result is an array with a total of 2048 values which acts as the input
dimension for the embedding layer in both the RNN sequence-to-sequence model and
the transformer model.
3.3.2 CNN+LSTM+HMM Features
This particular feature set was created in order to address the problem of weakly
supervised learning in the field of video captioning and more specifically the sub-
fields of SLT and CSLR.
This novel algorithm first learns strong CNN-LSTM classifiers based on weak
and noisy ground truth labels. Next, it embeds these classifiers into a multi-stream
Hidden-Markov-Model (HMM). In order to jointly align the various learned modali-
ties, several intermediate synchronization constraints are placed on the HMM. These
constraints represent the parallel nature of each stream. In turn, this has been shown
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to boost the learning of mouth and hand shapes from weak labels. These shapes are
some of the highest priority shapes to learn for the purpose of SLT [87].
The primary reason such a stark performance gap can be observed between these
features and the ResNet features can be attributed to the supervised nature of the
training process. Here, chunks of input frames are manually aligned with the ground
truth gloss for that section, the mouth shapes the signer makes, as well as the associ-
ated hand shapes. This effectively solves these parallel sub-problems for the network
prior to the features being input ot the model. The issue with such an approach is not
only is it incredibly labor intensive and more computationally expensive as compared
to most unsupervised feature sets, it also relies on the sign language data set to have
accurate gloss annotations for all videos from the dataset. This presents an issue as
many sign language datasets do not have readily available gloss data or reliable means
to obtain it [88, 89, 90, 91].
3.4 Recurrent Neural Network Sequence-to-sequence Model
In this section, the custom implementation of a basic recurrent neural network (RNN)
sequence to sequence model is discussed as well as the integration of SCST as a means
of fine-tuning the base network.
3.4.1 High Level System Architecture
Shown below in Figure 3.3 is an architectural diagram of the initial sequence-to-
sequence model used for the first set of SLT experiments.
This model is custom tailored for the task of sign language translation and is
heavily inspired by the following works [46, 8]. While the transformer model experi-
ments used both ResNet and CNN+LSTM+HMM features this model is relegated to
ResNet features only. This design decision was made as the primary purpose for this
first set of experiments was to prototype the SCST algorithm to determine whether or
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Figure 3.3: RNN Sequence-to-sequence Model
not RL was worth pursuing as a means of enhancing translation coherence and clarity.
In order to extrapolate on the inner workings of the model the following notational
table is provided for symbol reference. This table also relates to the transformer
model discussed in a proceeding section.
Table 3.3: Notations for Sequence-to-sequence Models
Notation Meaning
n Input sequence length
x Output sequence length
f1, f2, f3....fn Feature vectors for each frame of the video
o1, o2, o3....on Output vectors from encoder for each frame of the video
hrep Hidden states from encoder
h0, h1, h2....hx Hidden states produced by decoder
< s >,w1, w2, ...wx Decoder input words
w1, w2, w3....wx < /s > Predicted words
< s > Start of sentence token
< /s > End of sentence token
3.4.2 The Encoder
At a glance, the function of a basic encoder at each time-step is to take a feature
fn and input it into the RNNs in the first layer. The other input to the encoder is
the hidden state on−1 from the previous time step. At the end of the time step the
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encoder RNN outputs a new hidden state on. Therefore the encoder RNN as a whole
can be represented by the following equation.
on = hrep = EncoderRNN(fn, on−1) (3.1)
While the functionality of the encoder for the specific architecture used for these
experiments is very similar, a major addition to the basic model was the usage of
bidrectionality in the encoder. Figure 3.4 below displays a closer view of how this
change impacts the base model. For complexity purposes the figure only displays a
single layer of the new encoder with a length of three RNNs.
Figure 3.4: Bidirectional Encoder Single Layer Slice
Here it is evident that with a bidirectional RNN setup there are two RNNs in
each layer. A forward RNN goes over the input features left to right and generates




3 while a backwards RNN goes over the input features right to left





At a glance, the function of the new encoder at each time-step is to take a feature
fn and input it into both forward and backward RNNs in the first layer. The other
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input to the encoder is the hidden states o⇒n−1 and o
⇐
n−1 from the previous time-step.
At the end of the timestep the forward and backward encoder RNNs output two new
hidden states o⇒n and o
⇐
n . Therefore the bidirectional encoder as a whole can be














As before hrep represents the final hidden state of the encoder and the context
vector passed to the decoder.
3.4.3 The RNN Component
One of the most critical components of this model, and the basis for it’s recurrent
architecture is the RNN module represented by the multiple light blue circles in
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 . Here, we leverage the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) module
[92] in a bidirectional setup.
The reason LSTMs are used relative to a standard RNN is that LSTMs are much
more capable of learning long-term dependencies for sequences of greater length. This
issue was explored in depth by both Hochreiter et al. [92] and Bengio et al. [93] who
concluded that in most scenarios the base RNN’s performance is insufficient.
Figures 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate the architectural differences between the two com-
ponents with a sample chain of three RNNs and three LSTMs respectively.
Both the RNN chain and the LSTM chain ascribe to the following notation. Each
line carries an entire vector that starts at the output of one node or another LSTM
module and ends at the input of another. The small pink circles inside the LSTM
represent a pointwise operation such as vector addition or multiplication and the
yelloe rectangles are learned neural network layers. A thick black line that diverges
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Figure 3.5: Basic RNN Chain [3]
Figure 3.6: LSTM Chain [3]
or forks means the content of the vector is being copied and passed to different
locations. A line that converges denotes vector concatenation.
Here it is evident the disparity between the base RNN and the LSTM is quite
large. This can be attributed to a handful of upgrades applied in order to address the
problem of remembering long-term dependencies. Firstly, the LSTM has two unique
outputs, the hidden state denoted by on and the cell state which is the output of the
line running across the top of the LSTM (Cn). The cell state allows the LSTM to
add or remove information to this state through the series of sigmoid gates (σ) which
optionally lets information through on a sliding scale of zero to one. ”One” means let
everything through and ”zero” means let nothing through. These gates and the cell
state also go a long way to addressing the issue of a vanishing or exploding gradient,
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two things which a base RNN is particularly prone to experiencing.
Expanding on our set of encoder equations from earlier and still assuming the use














One important note, in order to pass the full amount of necessary information to
the decoder the forward (h⇒rep) and backward (h
⇐
rep) hidden states are concatenated
into a single context vector. This is due to the fact that the decoder is not bidrectional
and thus cannot accept two separate hidden states at each time step. Moving forward
this new vector will be referred to as Hrep.
3.4.4 The Decoder
At a glance, the function of the decoder at each time-step is to receive a hidden and
cell state from the encoder of the previous time-step (Hrep) and input it into the LSTM
along with the current embedded token wn to produce a new hidden and cell state
(hn, cn). The subsequent layers will use the hidden state from the layer below and
the previous hidden and cell states (hn−1, cn−1) from their own layer. The following
equation, which is very similar to the encoder equations, displays this relationship.
The d() refers to the function of the ”Word Embedding Layer” in Figure 3.3.
(hn, cn) = DecoderLSTM(d(wn), (hn−1, cn−1)) (3.4)
Finally, the hidden state from the top layer of decoder LSTMs hn is passed through
a linear fully connected layer (”FC Layer” in Figure 3.3) to make a prediction of what
the next token in the target output sequence should be (wn+1).
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At a higher level, for each sample the system loops through for the maximum
caption length (30 for PHOENIX14T) and produces an output token for each set of
features passed into the system. The system learns by calculating and backpropagat-
ing the error between the generated sequence and the ground truth sequence through
cross entropy loss.
3.5 RL for RNN Based Sequence Generation
As mentioned in a previous section a vast majority of machine translation systems
are evaluated on NLP metrics such as CIDEr and BLEU. However, these metrics are
non-differentiable so in order to optimize directly on them we cast our generative
model in the vein of Reinforcement Learning as in Figure 2.2. This was inspired
primarily by [17] and [18].
This process was covered in more general terms in sections 2.3 and 2.4 but here we
will go into more detail as to how it pertains to the specific LSTM based architecture
detailed in the previous subsection. Like before, the actual network acts as the ”agent”
which takes ”actions” in the form of sequence predictions within the bounds of the
”environment” (ground truth sentences and frame features). At the end of an action
the model receives a ”reward”, in this case the CIDEr score of the generated sequence
and updates it’s internal ”state” (hidden and cell states of the LSTM modules) based
on the resulting performance and magnitude of the score. By defining the parameters
of the network as θ and the policy that the parameters define as pθ the overall goal
of the training, to minimize the negative expected reward (r) is displayed in equation
3.5 below.
L(θ) = −Ews∼pθ [r(ws)] (3.5)
Here, ws = (ws1, ...w
s
T ) represents a fully generated sequence of words from the
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model at time steps 1 − T . By forcing the model to prioritize this goal, statistically
significant improvements in the aforementioned NLP metrics can be observed.
3.5.1 Policy Gradient through REINFORCE with Baseline
In order to take effective steps towards this goal, the gradient of the goal, ∇θL(θ)
must be accurately computed. By adapting the work done in [2, 17, 16] we leverage
the REINFORCE policy gradient algorithm with a baseline in the following manner:
∇L(θ) = −Ews∼pθ [(r(ws)− b)∇θlogpθ(ws)] (3.6)
Equation 3.6 is the key to determining the expected gradient of a non-differentiable
reward function and is calculated for every sample in the training minibatch. The
baseline (b) is used as a means of preventing both overeager exploration and exploita-
tion by the ”agent”. In general the baseline can be any arbitrary function as long as
it fulfills two conditions. First, it cannot rely on the ”action” ws as it will force the
expected reward E to trend towards zero. And secondly, it cannot be an equation
which produces a positive results as it will cause the reward term r(ws) to exponen-
tially increase towards infinity. Keeping these constratints in mind, the final gradient









where st is the input to the final decoder layer’s softmax function. Using RE-




≈ (r(ws)− b)(pθ(wt|ht)− 1wts) (3.8)
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3.5.2 Self-critical Sequence Training
Relative to REINFORCE algorithm with baseline (b), SCST proposes one significant
change. Instead of using an arbitrary function for the baseline, the reward obtained
by the model under the test time inference algorithm is used in its place. This shifts
3.8 to a new modified equation below:
∂L(θ)
∂st
≈ (r(ws)− r(ŵ))(pθ(wt|ht)− 1wts) (3.9)
for time-step t where r(ŵ) can be sampled by taking the generated logits from the
completed sequence and greedily decoding the word indice at each array using the
following method:
ŵt = arg max
wt
p(wt) (3.10)
Next, the sequence along with the provided ground truth is passed through the
pre-initialzed CIDEr scorer and a positive scalar is returned which acts as one half of
the final reward signal.
The other reward, r(ws) is determined by performing a second pass in training
mode and using a categorical distribution parameterized by the newly generated
logits. This is functionally similar to a multinomial distribution in that each indice
in each word logit array is treated as the relative probability of sampling the class at
that index.
This choice not only reduces computation time relative to other sampling methods
as it only requires a single additional forward pass but it also optimizes the model for
fast and greedy decoding during the validation and testing phases.
The figure below displays a high level overview of the model leveraging SCST
while referencing the equations earlier in this subsection and subsection 3.5.1.
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Figure 3.7: SCST with LSTM RNN Mode
Here, the reward R(ŵ) for the greedy sequence (ŵs1, ...ŵ
s
T ) acts as the baseline for
the reward R(ws) for the categorically sampled sequence (ws1, ...w
s
T ) and is plugged
into equation 3.9 and 3.7 to generate the final gradient expression for training mini-
batch. This expression, ∇L(θ) is functionally equivalent to a scalar loss value for this
sign language to text model and is subsequently used to backpropagate and learn.
3.6 Transformer Model
As detailed in section 2.2.4, transformers have demonstrated excellent performance
across a wide range of NLP tasks [60, 61, 62, 45]. While the transformer is still
considered a sequence-to-sequence model, unlike the previous RNN model detailed
in section 3.4 it does not use any recurrence. This work focuses on the original
transformer setup introduced by Vaswani et al. [59] but modified slightly for the task
of sign language translation.
3.6.1 High Level System Architecture
Figure 3.8 below displays the architectural diagram of the first iteration of the trans-
former model.
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Figure 3.8: Base Transformer Architecture
Here, the full encoder-decoder paradigm and their interactions can be observed as
well as the features this model was tested on. An important piece of notation is the
Nx symbol which indicates, much like the LSTM RNN that the model is capable of
layering several encoders and decoders in order to achieve greater performance.
3.6.2 The Encoder
To compensate for the lack of recurrence and to help the model understand the order
that the features are input, a positional encoding module is introduced prior to the
any input being sent to the actual encoder. Positional encoding adds a vector to each
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embedded feature that correlates to a specific pattern that the model learns over time.
This vector helps the model determine the position of each feature, and the distance
between different features. This function can best be shown in equation 3.11 below.








Here, pos represents the position of the input in the full sequence of inputs, i is
the embedding dimension, and dmodel is the hidden dimension of the system. Once
the input is full encoded, it is passed to the first encoder in the stack.
Each of the transformer’s can be broken down into two main sub-layers. The first
is a ”Multi-head Attention” layer also sometimes referred to as a ”Self-Attention”
layer. The first step to calculating multi-head attention is to create three vectors
from each of the encoder’s input vectors. This takes shape in the form of a key vector
(K), a query vector (Q), and a value vector (V). These are generated by learning
three distinct linear layers as shown in equation 3.12 below.
K = linear key(embedded input)
Q = linear query(embedded input)
V = linear value(embedded input)
(3.12)
The second step to computing multi-head attention is to calculate a score. The
score determines how much focus to place on the other parts of the input features
as we encode a specific feature at a certain position. This is accomplished by taking
the dot product of that features query or Q vector and the key vector or K of the
respective feature that is being scored.
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The third and fourth steps are to divide each score by
√
dk or the square root of
the dimension of the key vectors used in the implementation and then pass this new
value through a softmax operation for normalization.
The fifth step is to multiply each value vector by the softmaxed score. In theory,
this keeps the values of the words the model wants to focus on intact while suppressing
irrelevant words that provide little context.
The sixth step is to sum up the now weighted value vectors which produces the
output of the multi-head attention layer for a specific feature fn. This leaves us with
a query matrix Q, a transposed key matrix KT , and a value matrix V . Equation
3.13 below displays how the final attention vector z is produced as a results of steps
two through six. Keep in mind, in every encoder after the first layer the embedding
step is not necessary as it recieves the output of the feed-forward sub-layer from the
encoder before it.




This particular equation refers to a mechanism called ”Scaled Dot-product At-
tention” whereas ”Multi-head Attention” takes a few extra steps. First detailed in
[59], multi-head attention projects each linearly learnt query, key, and value matrix
separately through equation 3.13 a total of h times. Where h refers to the pre-defined
number of heads. The results of each attention head (z1, ...zn) are then concatenated
and multiplied by a final weight matrix WO to produce a singular attention vector Z.
Next, this output is passed through a feed-forward network (FFN) that is composed
of two linear layers followed by a ReLU activation layer as shown in 3.14.
FFN(Z) = max(0, Z ·W1 + b1)W2 + b2 (3.14)
W1 and b1 refer to the weights and biases of the first linear layer whereas W2 and
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b2 are the same values from the second linear layer.
3.6.3 The Decoder
The decoder for the transformer is built in a way that many of the concepts discussed
on the encoder side can be applied here as well. The first sub-layer of the decoder
is a masked multi-head attention layer. This is identical to the scaled dot product
attention calculation but it actively masks out (sets to −∞) all values in the input
of the softmax which correspond to an illegal connection. Illegal connections are
essentially similarities between words and the words that appear after the the source
words (”in the future”) which prevents predictions from depending on knowing the
answer before they actually predict it.
The second sub-layer is the encoder-decoder multi-head attention. Here, the query
Q is sourced from the previous decoder layer, and the key K and value V parameters
are passed in from the encoder. This relationship is shown in Figure 3.8 where the
connective arrow leaves the ”Add & Norm” block at the top of the encoder and enters
the ”Multi-head Attention” block in the middle of the decoder.
The third sub-layer takes the output of the second sub-layer and passes it through
a FFN as per 3.14. And the fourth and final sublayer takes this output and passes
it through a final ”Linear” layer and a ”Softmax” layer. The linear layer takes the
decoder stack output and converts it to an array of logits the size of the output vocab.
This array has one cell per word and each cell contains the ”score” of a unique word.
The softmax layer then turns the scores into an identically sized array of probabilities
that are all positive and sum up to 1.0. The index of the cell from the softmax
array with the highest probability corresponds to that particular word’s place in the
vocabulary. This also includes punctuation marks like a period, and specialized tokens
such as SOS (< s >) and EOS (< /s >).
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3.7 RL for Transformer Models
In the introduction to section 3.5 and in section 2.3 there were two major reasons
cited for casting the sequence generation model in RL terminology. The first was
that RL allows the system to optimize directly on non-differentiable NLP metrics
such as CIDEr and BLEU directly. And the second is that it can correct the issue of
exposure bias, or generational performance discrepancies between training and testing
the model.
These same two reasons hold true for the transformer model and the steps taken
to rectify these issues through SCST and a novel PPO based approach are detailed
below.
3.7.1 Self-critical Sequence Training
The process for applying SCST to a transformer based system is nearly identical to
applying to the LSTM based RNN described in section 3.5.2. The one key difference
can be found during the decoding phase of each respective model. While the RNN
network produces a single output token or word, at a time the transformer model
generates the entire sentence in a single time-step. This means that for the RNN,
when the greedy baseline sequence was generated the argmax of the logits was taken
at every step to determine which token to pass back into the system. This was similar
for the general sequence as the categorical distribution was applied at every time step.
Assuming all other mathematical steps are the same, the transformer’s SCST training
loop is shown in the following diagram:
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Figure 3.9: SCST with Transformer
It should be noted that an attempt was made to temporarily utilize the BLEU-4
score as a reward signal instead of the CIDEr score however this proved to be unsuc-
cessful as this signal was not robust enough for the system to consistently improve
upon.
3.7.2 Proximal Policy Optimization
As stated in 2.4.2, PPO [4] is a Policy Optimization type RL algorithm which puts it
in the same family as Policy Gradient type algorithms such as REINFORCE [2] and
SCST [18]. That said, many of the ensuing equations will look fairly similar to those
found in section 3.5.
In order to properly explain the mathematics behind PPO, table 3.4 is provided
to describe common pieces of notation. This is also consistent with the notation used
in section 3.5.
Table 3.4: Notations for Reinforcement Learning Equations
Symbol Meaning
pθ Policy corresponding to parameter θ
L(θ) Objective corresponding to parameter θ
Êt[X] Expectation of a random variable X at time t
Ât Estimated advantage at time t
(at|st) The action for given state at time t
ε, β Manually derived hyperparameters
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PPO starts by discarding the idea of using the log probability of the action at a
given state (logpθ(at|st) = logpθ(ws)) and instead leverages a ratio that computes the
probability of an action under the current policy divided by the probability of the





In SLT terms, the old policy refers to the learned behavior of a reference model
(transformer) that was pre-trained using cross entropy and the new policy is the
”active” model which is another pre-trained system; however during PPO fine-tuning
the new loss values will only be backpropagated through the active model and not
the reference model.
3.15 allows a new objective function to be built which incentivizes maximizing the











The CPI superscript appended to the L(θ) term refers to a conservative policy
iteration whose objective function was originally detailed in [94]. The advantage, Ât
is computed in as follows:
Ât = δt + (γλ)δt+1 + · · ·+ (γλ)T−t+1δT−1 (3.17)
where γ is a discount factor controlling how far into the future the advantage is
calculated and λ is a secondary discount factor that is applied after the reward signal
is modified in the computation of the temporal-difference error (δt) term below:
δt = rewardt + γV (st+1)− V (st) (3.18)
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where rewardt is the reward signal received by the agent at time-step t, V (st) is
the value of the given state st at time t. The reward for the SLT system is in the form
of a CIDEr score for each individual sample in the batch and the value of a given
state (sample) is assessed by a separate ”value head” attached to the transformer’s
decoder. This head consists of a linear layer with dropout that produces a scalar
token for each sample. Compared to [71] who used a completely separate network
in order generate a value estimation, this structure not only decreases computation
time, but also aids in performance as you can backpropagate the same loss value for
the entire transformer through this head as well allowing it to syngerize with the main
model much more effectively.
Given the definitions of 3.17 and 3.18, the advantage term of the PPO objective
function will tend to increase as the agent selects actions that present it with more
high value states and less low value states as time in the experiment passes.
However, this function is still slightly flawed. Without a constraint, attempting to
consistently maximize on LCPI will inevitably lead to a catastrophically large policy
update. These updates could easily destabilize the entire policy and drastically impact
performance for the worse.
In order to prevent the former from happening, [4] proposes a new Clipped Sur-
rogate Objective function:
LCLIP (θ) = Êt
[
min(rt(θ)Ât, clip(rt(θ), 1− ε, 1 + ε)Ât)
]
(3.19)
Here, most of the terms are familiar with the exception of the ε symbol which
is a simple hyperparameter that usually equates to ε = 0.2. This allows r to vary
anywhere in the interval of [1− ε, 1 + ε] or ∼ [0.8, 1.2] in the second term of the min
function. The first term of the min function is simply the same objective defined in
3.16 for LCPI(θ). As the second term is referred to as the clipped objective, the first
is known as the unclipped objective. Shown below is a diagram that plots the value
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of the clipped objective for when the advantage (Ât) is positive or negative.
Figure 3.10: Clipped Objective Graphs [4]
These plots display a single time-step of the surrogate objective function LCLIP
3.19 as a function of the probability ratio r first seen in equation 3.15. The left half
of the diagram (where A > 0) displays an example of where the action had a positive
advantage and the left half of the diagram (where A < 0) is where the action had
an estimated negative effect on the outcome. The red circle on each plot shows the
point where the optimization originally started.
Notice how on the left half, the r value gets clipped if it starts getting too high.
This happens if the action became a lot more probable under the current policy pθ
than it was for the old policy pθold. The reason behind this is that it would be
problematic if the algorithm got too greedy and stepped to far as a result. Lets recall
that this r value is just a local approximation and sample of the active policy so
chances are it will not be accurate if a large step is made.
The same can be said for the right half of figure 3.10. Here, the clip does not
engage unless the r value nears zero where the action under the current policy is
deemed unlikely. This clipping region prevents the algorithm from getting too greedy
and making an action much less probable than it previously was. Such steps could
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make the policy less likely too explore action spaces that could lead to greater value
generation (and therefore greater performance) for the system as a whole.
Another addition made to clipped surrogate objective is to use a penalty on the
Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence to prevent the active policy from drifting too far
away from the old policy. Mathematically this means adapting the penalty coefficient
(β) so that some target value of KL divergence (dtarg) is achieved every policy update.





Ât − βKL [pθold(·|st), pθ(·|st)]
]
(3.20)
as well as the distance d calculation and subsequent β value adjustment algorithm
after some further context is added:
d = Êt [KL [pθold(·|st), pθ(·|st)]] (3.21)
Functionally, the KL divergence for the SLT model is the difference between the
log probabilities of the reference model (pθold) and the active model (pθ). The initial
value of β is a manually selected hyperparameter but quickly becomes unimportant as
the PPO algorithm adjusts it based on the ’target’ (dtarg) and Kβ hyperparameters.







βt+1 = βt (1 +Kβet)
(3.22)
Putting the previous objective functions together (3.19, and 3.20) yields the final
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clipped KL surrogate objective function shown below.
L(θ) = Êt [min(rt(θ)Ât, clip (rt(θ), 1− ε, 1 + ε))
− βKL [pθold(·|st), pθ(·|st)]]
(3.23)
Unlike vanilla policy gradient methods such as REINFORCE and as an extension
of this SCST, because of the clipped KL surrogate objective function PPO allows
the algorithm to run multiple epochs of gradient ascent on the same samples without
causing destructively large policy updates. This is a partial solution to the relatively
high sample inefficiency that many RL algorithms face [2].
3.7.3 Novel Contribution
From a high level architectural perspective, when fine-tuning the SLT transformer
system using PPO the following setup was used.
Figure 3.11: PPO with Transformer Model
This setup differs from traditional setups as the most common method when im-
plementing PPO is to have a completely separate value network and reward network.
Here, we have created a unique internal Transformer block that is fed the output
of the final hidden unit prior to the softmax layer and generates a scalar value for
each token in the final output sentence. This is very valuable as when the PPO al-
gorithm returns a policy gradient to backpropagate, not only does it go through the
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transformer but the value block as well which means both learn at the same time.
Secondly since the reward signal here is encapsulated by the CIDEr score of that
sentence, this does not require another network and instead can be evaluated directly
after the transformer returns the output of the softmax layer. By making these ad-
justments the entire process is streamlined which leads to higher performance as well
as a lowered computational time and cost.
This figure also visualizes all stages of the training process. First, The active and
reference models are fed a batch of features and produce their own set of respective
log-probs and value estimations. Next, the KL-divergence is calculated by subtracting
the reference log-probs from the active log-probs. Simultaneously, the log-probs are
converted to sentences using a greedy sampling method akin to equation 3.10 and
the CIDEr score of each individual sample is computed. These scores, alongside the
KL-divergence, and the values from the value block are fed into the PPO algorithm
which generates a set of policy gradients that can be leveraged and backpropagated




The results for this work are broken down into two major sections, one for the RNN
LSTM model, and one for the Transformer model. Each major section will contain
subsections concerning Training Details and Model Performance. Furthermore, the
top BLEU and CIDer scores for each model and partition (validation and test) will
be bolded in the specific performance table.
4.1 RNN Sequence-to-sequence Model
In this first set of experiments a bidirectional LSTM based RNN network was adapted
to process German sign language videos from PHOENIX14T into German text cap-
tions. Performance was judged based on manual sentence coherence evaluation as
well as the magnitude of NLP metrics CIDEr and BLEU.
4.1.1 Training Details
As described in section 3.4 the model is constructed in compliance with figure 3.3
with the addition of a bi-directional encoder displayed in figure 3.4.2. The SCST
enhanced system is displayed in figure 3.7. Table 4.1 below displays the dimensions
and values used when building the model:
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Encoder Embedding Dimension 256
Decoder Embedding Dimension 256
Hidden Dimension 512
Number of Layers 2
Encoder Dropout 0.5
Decoder Dropout 0.5
These numbers were consistent across all training trials and reflect the setup that
allowed for the greatest performance given the constraints.
This model was initialized using xavier with a standard gain value of 1.0. The
Adam [95] optimizer was used with a starting learning rate of 0.0005 or 5e − 4 and
the ”StepLR” learning rate scheduler that decayed the learning rate by a factor of
0.8 every 8 training epochs. Other optimizers and schedulers were tested such as
stochastic gradient descent (SGD) [96] and ”CyclicLR” but they proved to be less
effective than the former. The batch size for both training and validation was set at
32. The maximum caption length was set to 30, any samples that surpassed this limit
were discarded. Every 4 training epochs a checkpoint of the model, optimizer, and
scheduler was saved and the model was evaluated on the validation data partition.
At this time the CIDEr and BLEU scores for the validation and training set were
recorded in a text file as well as the epoch number and loss values. The script also
recorded all text translation attempts for both partitions as well as the ground truths
for the associated captions in a separate file. On average the model takes ∼ 15 hours
and 280 epochs to train on the GPU. The model was pre-trained using cross entropy
for 56 epochs and then trained using self-critical sequence training (SCST) for the
remaining 224 epochs before it began to diverge and performance decreased.
Once the SCST starts, the learning rate scheduler is disabled as a variable learning
rate proved to have adverse effects on the RL based training and the learning rate
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value is set to a static 5e− 5 which was the value recommended by Rennie et al. in
the original SCST paper [18].
4.1.2 Model Performance
Following the training regimen detailed in sub-section 4.1.1, Table 4.2 displays the
best results the base RNN sequence-to-sequence model achieved using cross entropy
with the ResNet input features.
Table 4.2: RNN Sequence-to-Sequence Performance - Cross Entropy
Model/Feats. Set CIDEr BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4
s2s/ Validation 21.39 21.55 7.97 5.76 4.96
ResNet Test 20.86 20.90 7.81 5.08 4.22
In order to add context to these scores, a sampling of five generated captions
compared to their five respective ground truths is shown in Table 4.3 below. English
translations are also manually provided to give a better understanding to a non-
German speaking reader.
Table 4.3: RNN Sequence-to-sequence Captions - Cross Entropy
Caption Origin Caption Text and Translation
Ground Truth guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Model guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Ground Truth und nun die wettervorhersage für morgen freitag den fünfzehnten oktober .
(and now the weather forecast for tomorrow, friday the fifteenth of october .)
Model und nun die wettervorhersage für morgen und und bis in grad grad .
(and now the weather forecast for tomorrow and and up to degrees .)
Ground Truth schwacher bis mäßiger wind aus nord bis west .
(weak to moderate wind from north to west .)
Model der wind weht schwach bis mäßig und und .
(the wind blows weak to moderate and and .)
Ground Truth milde luft kommt aus dem südwesten .
(mild air comes from the southwest .)
Model am der und es im und und grad .
(on the and it in and and degree)
Ground Truth im norden und nordosten deutschlands bleibt es morgen meist noch wolkenverhangen mit etwas regen .
(in the north and north-east of germany it will mostly be overcast with some rain tomorrow .)
Model heute wind weht es im mäßig im und und es im der und und in und in und die in auch auch grad .
(Today the wind is blowing in and and in and in and in and in and also in degrees .)
Here it can be observed that while in some cases the model does an acceptable
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job in conveying roughly the same information as the ground truth, in a majority
of instances it fails catastrophically such as in the fourth and fifth samples. This
results in a breakdown of not only the grammatical structure of the sentences but
with conveying the main idea as well. The model also has a particularly hard time
with numbers as they are difficult to distinguish from each other.
Table 4.4 below displays the relevant scores following the SCST fine-tuning process
detailed primarily in 3.5.2.
Table 4.4: RNN Sequence-to-Sequence Performance - SCST
Model/Feats. Set CIDEr BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4
s2s/ Validation 26.43 26.97 8.94 7.09 6.48
ResNet Test 32.72 25.71 7.87 6.31 5.64
By comparing the two scoring tables for the RNN sequence-to-sequence model,
it is evident that the SCST fine-tuned model outperforms the cross entropy model
in every metric. This is represented by a 30.64% and a 33.65% increase across the
validation and testing BLEU4 scores, as well as a 23.56% increase in CIDEr score in
the validation set and a significant 56.86% increase in CIDEr score for the test set.
For comparison, Table 4.5 displays the same 5 sampled captions from 4.3 generated
by the fine-tuned model instead.
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Table 4.5: RNN Sequence-to-sequence Captions - SCST
Caption Origin Caption Text and Translation
Ground Truth guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Model guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Ground Truth und nun die wettervorhersage für morgen freitag den fünfzehnten oktober .
(and now the weather forecast for tomorrow, friday the fifteenth of october .)
Model und nun die wettervorhersage für morgen donnerstag den .
(and now the weather forecast for tomorrow thursday .)
Ground Truth schwacher bis mäßiger wind aus nord bis west .
(weak to moderate wind from north to west .)
Model der wind weht schwach bis mäßig im norden und .
(the wind blows weak to moderate in the north and .)
Ground Truth milde luft kommt aus dem südwesten .
(mild air comes from the southwest .)
Model heute nacht und es im der und in grad .
(tonight and it in the and in degrees .)
Ground Truth im norden und nordosten deutschlands bleibt es morgen meist noch wolkenverhangen mit etwas regen .
(in the north and north-east of germany it will mostly be overcast with some rain tomorrow .)
Model am der und es im morgen und und in die auch .
(at the and it in the morning and and in the too .)
While the caption word differences and quality vary slightly, at first glance the
results seem to be fairly similar. However, one issue that cropped up far more often
with the cross entropy model was the presence of run-on sentences that contain excess
useless prepositions such as ”im” (in), ”und” (and), and ”es” (it). Both models still
struggled with longer sentences as well as captions that did not appear as often but
they did see relative success in higher occurrence shorter captions.
4.2 Transformer Model
In this second set of experiments a basic Transformer model was adapted to process
German sign language videos from PHOENIX14T into German text captions. Per-
formance was judged based on manual sentence coherence evaluation as well as the
magnitude of NLP metrics CIDEr and BLEU.
4.2.1 Training Details
As described in section 3.6 the base model is constructed in compliance with figure
3.8. The SCST enhanced system is displayed in figure 3.9 and the PPO enhanced
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system follows figure 3.11. Table 4.6 below displays the dimensions and values used
when building the all model variations:




Encoder Embedding Dimension 512
Decoder Embedding Dimension 512
Hidden Dimension 512
Number of Layers 3
Number of Heads 8
Feed Forward Size 2048
Encoder Dropout 0.1
Decoder Dropout 0.1
These numbers were consistent across all training trials and reflect the setup that
allowed for the greatest performance given the constraints.
This model was initialized using xavier with a standard gain value of 1.0. The
Adam optimizer was used with a starting learning rate of 0.001 and the ”ReduceL-
ROnPlateau” learning rate scheduler that decayed the learning rate by a factor of 0.7
every 8 training epochs that passed with no discernible improvement in the BLEU4
evaluation metric. The batch size for both training and validation was set at 32 for
cross entropy pre-training and SCST, and 256 for PPO training. The primary reason
the PPO batch size is much larger than the batch size for cross entropy and SCST
is that the both research [71] and individual experimentation shows that in order for
the algorithm to effectively learn it needs a much larger sampling of data per. epoch.
Tests were conducted with an increased PPO batch size of 512 and 1024 however
this ended up negatively impacting the performance of the model. The maximum
caption length was set to 30. The model was validated after each epoch and if the
BLEU4 score surpassed the previous best BLEU4 score a checkpoint of the model,
optimizer, and scheduler was saved. Furthermore, 5 sentence samples were printed
to the terminal with the accompanying ground truths as well as the BLEU1-4 scores
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for the validation partition and the epoch number and total loss value. Aside from
the terminal logging, all values were recorded in a Wandb directory for experiment
tracking. The script also recorded all text translation attempts for both partitions as
well as the ground truths for the associated captions in a separate file. On average
the model takes ∼ 55 minutes and 30 epochs to train on the GPU. The model was
pre-trained using cross entropy for 17 epochs and then trained using SCST and PPO
for the remaining 13 epochs before it began to diverge and performance decreased.
Once the SCST and PPO fine-tuning starts, the learning rate scheduler is disabled
as a variable learning rate proved to have adverse effects on RL based training and
the learning rate value is set to a static 5e− 5 for SCST and 1.71e− 5 for PPO.
4.2.2 Model Performance
The current SOTA for SLT on PHOENIX14T can be found in Table 4.7 below. This
table represents the published BLEU scores from Camgoz et al. in [44]. While the
model found in the code repository for the paper was used as the base model for our
implementations, they did not provide the parameters necessary to reproduce these
exact numbers, the CIDEr scores, or the captions resulting from a model with this
level of performance. It is for this reason that the bolded scores in the subsequent
tables are the scores we were able to reproduce, not the best published. Furthermore,
the scores achieved by our base model in most cases are a little over a point lower on
average so it can be reasonable assumed the caption quality between the two is not
drastically different.
Table 4.7: Transformer Performance - Cross Entropy - SOTA
Model/Feats. Set BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4
Transformer/ Validation 45.54 32.60 25.30 20.69
C+L+H Test 45.34 32.31 24.83 20.17
Following the training regimen detailed in sub-section 4.2.1, Table 4.8 displays
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the best results the base Transformer model achieved using cross entropy with the
ResNet and CNN+LSTM+HMM (C+L+H) input features.
Table 4.8: Transformer Performance - Cross Entropy
Model/Feats. Set CIDEr BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4
Transformer/ Validation 243.09 44.37 31.22 24.11 19.63
C+L+H Test 239.33 44.08 31.47 24.21 19.69
Transformer/ Validation 69.47 24.75 16.04 11.56 8.95
ResNet Test 59.94 22.46 14.29 10.33 8.09
Here it is evident that the C+L+H features greatly outperform the ResNet features
by nearly doubling every BLEU score and more than tripling the CIDEr scores on
both the testing and validation sets. Table 4.9 below displays 5 sampled captions for
the C+L+H features:
Table 4.9: Transformer Captions - Cross Entropy - C+L+H Features
Caption Origin Caption Text and Translation
Ground Truth guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Model guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Ground Truth im süden bleibt es unter hochdruckeinfluss bei dem ruhigen und teilweise freundlichen herbstwetter .
(in the south it remains under the influence of high pressure with the calm and sometimes friendly autumn weather .)
Model im süden deutschlands sorgt das hoch für freundliches wetter und freundliches wetter .
(in the south of germany, the high provides for friendly weather and friendly weather .)
Ground Truth ähnliches wetter auch am samstag von norden wird es allerdings kühler .
(similar weather also on Saturday from the north, however, it will be cooler .)
Model auch am samstag eine mischung aus dem norden und abkühlung die aber wieder kühler .
(also on saturday a mixture of the north and cooling that is cooler again .)
Ground Truth außerdem bringt es morgen dem norden unbeständiges wetter das sich am sonntag auch auf die mitte ausbreitet .
(in addition, tomorrow the north will bring inconsistent weather that will spread to the middle on sunday .)
Model und morgen noch von norden wieder etwas mehr so unbeständig aber am wochenende .
(and tomorrow from the north again a bit more unstable but on the weekend .)
Ground Truth gleichzeitig strömt mildere luft zu uns .
(at the same time, milder air flows to us .)
Model etwas kühler bleibt es nur wenig .
(It stays a little cooler .)




Table 4.10: Transformer Captions - Cross Entropy - ResNet Features
Caption Origin Caption Text and Translation
Ground Truth guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Model guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Ground Truth im süden bleibt es unter hochdruckeinfluss bei dem ruhigen und teilweise freundlichen herbstwetter .
(in the south it remains under the influence of high pressure with the calm and sometimes friendly autumn weather .)
Model im süden und südwesten bleibt es meist trocken und zum teil die sonne zeigt sich auch mal häufiger mal häufiger .
(in the south and southwest it usually stays dry and sometimes the sun shows up more often .)
Ground Truth ähnliches wetter auch am samstag von norden wird es allerdings kühler .
(similar weather also on Saturday from the north, however, it will be cooler .)
Model am sonntag ist es recht freundlich und nur einzelne schauer .
(on sunday it is quite friendly and only a few showers .)
Ground Truth außerdem bringt es morgen dem norden unbeständiges wetter das sich am sonntag auch auf die mitte ausbreitet .
(in addition, tomorrow the north will bring inconsistent weather that will spread to the middle on sunday .)
Model am tag scheint häufig die sonne hier und da auch mal kompaktere wolken und bevorzugt .
(during the day the sun often shines here and there, sometimes with more compact clouds and preferred .)
Ground Truth gleichzeitig strömt mildere luft zu uns .
(at the same time, milder air flows to us .)
Model dabei bleibt es wechselhaft .
(it remains changeable .)
Here it is evident that the C+L+H captions are more accurately descriptive and
grammatically sound than a majority of captions generated under the ResNet features.
While both captions have issues with exact wording, the C+L+H captions are able
to more effectively convey the same or a similar idea as the ground truth caption
despite this difference.
Table 4.11 below displays the relevant scores following the SCST fine-tuning pro-
cess detailed in 3.5.2 and visualized in Figure 3.9.
Table 4.11: Transformer Performance - SCST
Model/Feats. Set CIDEr BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4
Transformer/ Validation 240.85 44.33 31.20 23.86 19.28
C+L+H Test 237.80 44.18 31.26 24.01 19.52
Transformer/ Validation 76.12 24.90 16.18 11.95 9.46
ResNet Test 60.78 23.41 14.59 10.41 8.16
Unfortunately in the case of the C+L+H features, with the exception of the test
set BLEU1 score the performance degraded slightly on all other metrics on both par-
titions. The prevailing theory is that by the time the model gets to a stage in which
the SCST fine-tuning process could potentially supersede the existing scores, it has
heavily overfit on the training set. This theory is backed up by the exceptional perfor-
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mance on the RNN sequence-to-sequence model as at the time the fine-tuning occurs
the model has yet to overfit on the training data and still has room for improvement.
An additional argument can be made when considering the boosted scores on the
ResNet features. Here, on the validation set the BLEU4 score saw a 5.7% increase
and the CIDEr score a 9.6% increase. The test set BLEU4 saw an 8.7% increase and
the CIDEr score only a 1.4% increase. Table 4.12 below displays 5 sampled captions
in order to compare sentence clarity and coherence.
Table 4.12: Transformer Captions - SCST - ResNet Features
Caption Origin Caption Text and Translation
Ground Truth guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Model guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Ground Truth im süden bleibt es unter hochdruckeinfluss bei dem ruhigen und teilweise freundlichen herbstwetter .
(in the south it remains under the influence of high pressure with the calm and sometimes friendly autumn weather .)
Model im süden bleibt es meist hoch und zum teil die sonne zeigt sich auch mal häufiger mal häufiger .
(in the south it usually stays high and sometimes the sun shows up more often .)
Ground Truth ähnliches wetter auch am samstag von norden wird es allerdings kühler .
(similar weather also on Saturday from the north, however, it will be cooler .)
Model am sonntag jedoch nur wenige duschen nach norden .
(on sunday however few showers north .)
Ground Truth außerdem bringt es morgen dem norden unbeständiges wetter das sich am sonntag auch auf die mitte ausbreitet .
(in addition, tomorrow the north will bring inconsistent weather that will spread to the middle on sunday .)
Model am tag scheint die Sonne hier und da oft, manchmal mit mehr Ausbreitung und Sonntag.
(During the day the sun often shines here and there, sometimes with more spread and on Sunday .)
Ground Truth gleichzeitig strömt mildere luft zu uns .
(at the same time, milder air flows to us .)
Model es bleibt kühle Luft .
(it remains cooler air .)
SCST provided a few small keyword differences that give the these captions a
definitive edge over the cross entropy captions. This includes substituting ”high” for
”dry” in caption 2, as well as mentioning the ”spread ... on Sunday” in caption 3.
This proves that despite a seemingly meager score increase, coherency and content of
sentences can still be improved by introducing RL training. For sake of comparison,
5 sampled captions for the C+L+H features are shown in Table 4.13 below.
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Table 4.13: Transformer Captions - SCST - C+L+H Features
Caption Origin Caption Text and Translation
Ground Truth guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Model guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Ground Truth im süden bleibt es unter hochdruckeinfluss bei dem ruhigen und teilweise freundlichen herbstwetter .
(in the south it remains under the influence of high pressure with the calm and sometimes friendly autumn weather .)
Model im süden macht sich dank hochdruckeinfluss bemerkbar und wieder für recht freundliches wetter .
(in the south, thanks to the influence of high pressure, it is noticeable and again for very friendly weather .)
Ground Truth ähnliches wetter auch am samstag von norden wird es allerdings kühler .
(similar weather also on Saturday from the north, however, it will be cooler .)
Model ab samstag fließt dann von nordwesten wieder kältere luft heran .
(from saturday onwards, colder air will flow in again from the northwest .)
Ground Truth außerdem bringt es morgen dem norden unbeständiges wetter das sich am sonntag auch auf die mitte ausbreitet .
(in addition, tomorrow the north will bring inconsistent weather that will spread to the middle on sunday .)
Model und morgen kommt im norden wechselhaft und das tief das uns am mittwoch am donnerstag am nachmittag das gilt .
(and tomorrow comes in the north changeable and the deep that applies to us on wednesday on thursday in the afternoon .)
Ground Truth gleichzeitig strömt mildere luft zu uns .
(at the same time, milder air flows to us .)
Model im übrigen land macht sich nur flüchtig ein bemerkbar .
(in the rest of the country you only notice a fleeting effect .)
Despite the lowered scores, the sentence content accuracy and descriptiveness has
improved from the cross entropy model here as well. Take the second sample for
example. In the cross entropy model from table 4.9 the generated caption in English
reads ”in the south and southwest it usually stays dry and sometimes the sun shows
up more often .” whereas in the SCST table from above it reads ”in the south, thanks
to the influence of high pressure, it is noticeable and again for very friendly weather .”
compared to the ground truth for these captions the SCST text is far more accurate
and applicable. The same can be seen with the third caption. The cross entropy
model produces ”on sunday it is quite friendly and only a few showers .” and the
SCST model produces ”from saturday onwards, colder air will flow in again from the
northwest.”. Despite the ground truth for this sentence stating that cooler weather is
coming on Saturday, the cross entropy model fails to get the day of the week or the
weather correct while the SCST model achieves both.
The final set of experiments concerns leveraging the novel PPO based fine tuning
process detailied in 3.7.2 with the training routine and hyperparameters found in
4.2.1. Table 4.14 below displays the relevant scores.
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Table 4.14: Transformer Performance - PPO
Model/Feats. Set CIDEr BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4
Transformer/ Validation 240.85 44.76 31.51 24.26 19.66
C+L+H Test 232.29 43.98 31.27 24.05 19.55
Transformer/ Validation 76.72 24.75 15.60 11.20 8.92
ResNet Test 59.79 23.75 15.03 10.84 8.55
Here, it can be noted for the ResNet features that with the exception of the
validation CIDEr score which shows a 7.9% increase over the previous best CIDEr
score in table 4.11, all other metric scores are either comparable or slightly worse
than both the SCST fine-tuning results and the cross entropy results. In order to get
a clearer picture of why this is, Table 4.15 below displays 5 sampled captions for this
version of the model:
Table 4.15: Transformer Captions - PPO - ResNet Features
Caption Origin Caption Text and Translation
Ground Truth guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Model guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Ground Truth im süden bleibt es unter hochdruckeinfluss bei dem ruhigen und teilweise freundlichen herbstwetter .
(in the south it remains under the influence of high pressure with the calm and sometimes friendly autumn weather .)
Model in der südhälfte schwacher sonst mäßiger wind aus unterschiedlichen richtungen .
(In the southern half of the year there was a weak otherwise moderate wind from different directions .)
Ground Truth ähnliches wetter auch am samstag von norden wird es allerdings kühler .
(similar weather also on Saturday from the north, however, it will be cooler .)
Model am sonntag viel sonne bei bis zu dreißig grad .
(a lot of sun on sunday at up to thirty degrees .)
Ground Truth außerdem bringt es morgen dem norden unbeständiges wetter das sich am sonntag auch auf die mitte ausbreitet .
(in addition, tomorrow the north will bring inconsistent weather that will spread to the middle on sunday .)
Model am tag dann drei grad an der nordsee und bis zehn grad im süden .
(on the day then three degrees on the north sea and up to ten degrees in the south .)
Ground Truth gleichzeitig strömt mildere luft zu uns .
(at the same time, milder air flows to us .)
Model sonst mal sonne mal wolken .
(otherwise sometimes sun sometimes clouds .)
By comparing the sentences seen here to those found in Tables 4.12 and 4.10 we
see clearly improved coherency over the cross entropy samples but roughly equivalent
performance when contrasting the SCST samples.
This last set of samples uses the more effective C+L+H features and is shown
below in Table 4.16.
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Table 4.16: Transformer Captions - PPO - C+L+H Features
Caption Origin Caption Text and Translation
Ground Truth guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Model guten abend liebe zuschauer .
(good evening dear viewers .)
Ground Truth im süden bleibt es unter hochdruckeinfluss bei dem ruhigen und teilweise freundlichen herbstwetter .
(in the south it remains under the influence of high pressure with the calm and sometimes friendly autumn weather .)
Model im süden deutschlands sorgt das hoch über dem norden für freundliches wetter und freundliches wetter .
(in the south of germany, the high above the north ensures friendly weather and friendly weather)
Ground Truth ähnliches wetter auch am samstag von norden wird es allerdings kühler .
(similar weather also on Saturday from the north, however, it will be cooler .)
Model ähnliches wetter auch am samstag aus dem norden weiter etwas kühler .
(similar weather also on Saturday from the north a little cooler .)
Ground Truth außerdem bringt es morgen dem norden unbeständiges wetter das sich am sonntag auch auf die mitte ausbreitet .
(in addition, tomorrow the north will bring inconsistent weather that will spread to the middle on sunday .)
Model der nordosten deutschlands wird morgen noch von wechselhaft aber am wochenende .
(the north-east of germany will be changeable tomorrow but at the weekend .)
Ground Truth gleichzeitig strömt mildere luft zu uns .
(at the same time, milder air flows to us .)
Model das hoch über dem östlichen mitteleuropa bestimmt .
(that determines high above eastern central europe .)
While most sentences are similar to the SCST transformer sentences in multiple
facets, the difference in quality is highlighted in captions 3 and 4 from Table 4.16
as well as another random sampling of captions from the validation set. Table 4.17
below allows for a direct comparison of these samples.
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Table 4.17: Transformer Captions - PPO & SCST Comparison - C+L+H Features
Caption Origin Caption Text and Translation
Ground Truth ähnliches wetter auch am samstag von norden wird es allerdings kühler .
(similar weather also on Saturday from the north, however, it will be cooler .)
PPO Model ähnliches wetter auch am samstag aus dem norden weiter etwas kühler .
(similar weather also on Saturday from the north a little cooler .)
SCST Model ab samstag fließt dann von nordwesten wieder kältere luft heran .
(from saturday onwards, colder air will flow in again from the northwest .)
Ground Truth außerdem bringt es morgen dem norden unbeständiges wetter das sich am sonntag auch auf die mitte ausbreitet .
(in addition, tomorrow the north will bring inconsistent weather that will spread to the middle on sunday .)
PPO Model der nordosten deutschlands wird morgen noch von wechselhaft aber am wochenende .
(the north-east of germany will be changeable tomorrow but at the weekend .)
SCST Model und morgen kommt im norden wechselhaft und das tief das uns am mittwoch am donnerstag am nachmittag das gilt .
(and tomorrow comes in the north changeable and the deep that applies to us on wednesday on thursday in the afternoon .)
Ground Truth kühle luft strömt zu uns .
(cool air flows to us .)
PPO Model kühlere luft strömt zu uns .
(cooler air flows to us .)
SCST Model die luft die zu uns strömt ist kühlere luft zu uns .
(the air that flows to us is cooler air to us .)
Ground Truth morgen temperaturen von drei grad im bayerischen wald bis zwölf in der kölner bucht .
(tomorrow temperatures from three degrees in the bavarian forest to twelve in the cologne bay .)
PPO Model morgen temperaturen von drei grad in bayern bis zwölf grad im norden .
(tomorrow temperatures of three degrees in bavaria to twelve degrees in the north .)
SCST Model morgen minus drei grad im bayerischen wald und bis nach brandenburg ist es dort sonnig .
(tomorrow minus three degrees in the bavarian forest and until brandenburg it will be sunny there .)
Ground Truth auch über das wochenende hinaus bleibt es im nordosten kalt .
(even beyond the weekend it remains cold in the northeast .)
PPO Model in der neuen woche lassen die temperaturen im osten noch kältere luft .
(in the new week, the temperatures in the east are even colder .)
SCST Model am montag und am dienstag muss in der osthälfte mit gefrierendem regen gerechnet werden .
(freezing rain must be expected in the eastern half on Monday and Tuesday .)
Ground Truth am sonntag viel sonne an den alpen sind einzelne schauer möglich .
(a lot of sun on the alps on sunday, individual showers are possible .)
PPO Model am sonntag ziehen hier und da schauer auf den alpen vereinzelt fallen schauer .
(on sunday there are showers here and there on the alps .)
SCST Model am sonntag fallen die nordhälfte einzelne schauer an den alpen auch gewitter .
(on sunday the northern half of the country has a few showers in the alps and thunderstorms.)
Ground Truth am donnerstag bis sechsundzwanzig grad bei viel sonne .
(on thursday up to twenty-six degrees with lots of sun .)
PPO Model am donnerstag bis sechsundzwanzig grad bei sonnenschein .
(on thursday up to twenty-six degrees in sunshine .)
SCST Model am donnerstag bis sechsundzwanzig grad im norden auch mal wieder .
(on thursday up to twenty-six degrees in the north again .)
Ground Truth in der neuen woche unbeständig mit vielen wolken die zeitweise regen bringen .
(in the new week inconsistent with many clouds that bring rain at times .)
PPO Model in der neuen woche unbeständig mit mehr wolken die hier und da regen bringen .
(in the new week inconsistent with more clouds that bring rain here and there .)
SCST Model in der neuen woche unbeständig sonst mal sonne mal wolken mit etwas regen .
(in the new week inconsistent otherwise sometimes sunshine sometimes clouds with a little rain .)
Here it is evident that the captions produced by the PPO model have superior
coherency and grammatical structure as compared to the previous best captions gen-
erated through SCST fine-tuning. Another key advantage that can be observed with
the PPO model is that it is less likely to generate run-on sentences that add nothing
to the effectiveness of a sentence and in some cases serve to further confuse the reader.
The final table displayed here contains the aggregated scores of all models, feature
sets, and RL algorithms used across the various experiments. They are grouped by
which algorithm was used to fine-tune the system. The current published SOTA
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[44] is given its own section at the top of the table and represent the highest BLEU
scores overall, however they could not be reproduced. The best scores achieved by
our models and experiments are bolded. This can be seen below in Table 4.18.
Table 4.18: Full Set of Scores
Current Published SOTA
Model/Feats. Set CIDEr BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4
Transformer/ Validation N/A 45.54 32.60 25.30 20.69
C+L+H Test N/A 45.34 32.31 24.83 20.17
Cross Entropy
s2s/ Validation 21.39 21.55 7.97 5.76 4.96
ResNet Test 20.86 20.90 7.81 5.08 4.22
Transformer/ Validation 69.47 24.75 16.04 11.56 8.95
ResNet Test 59.94 22.46 14.29 10.33 8.09
Transformer/ Validation 243.09 44.37 31.22 24.11 19.63
C+L+H Test 239.33 44.08 31.47 24.21 19.69
SCST
s2s/ Validation 26.43 26.97 8.94 7.09 6.48
ResNet Test 32.72 25.71 7.87 6.31 5.64
Transformer/ Validation 76.12 24.90 16.18 11.95 9.46
ResNet Test 60.78 23.41 14.59 10.41 8.16
Transformer/ Validation 240.85 44.33 31.20 23.86 19.28
C+L+H Test 237.80 44.18 31.26 24.01 19.52
PPO
Transformer/ Validation 76.72 24.75 15.60 11.20 8.92
ResNet Test 59.79 23.75 15.03 10.84 8.55
Transformer/ Validation 240.85 44.76 31.51 24.26 19.66




In this thesis we tackled the challenge of Sign Language Translation (SLT) with the
goal of generating coherent and descriptive spoken/written language interpretations
of the information conveyed through continuous German sign language videos. We
sought to fine-tune the systems used to accomplish this task through the application
of deep reinforcement learning (DRL). Using the RWTH-PHOENIX-Weather-2014T
dataset (PHOENIX14T) we developed several unique DRL systems as well as a novel
DRL fine-tuning process that leveraged Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) and a
base transformer model with an added value head to produce the best captions as
compared to all other systems in the experiments (see Chapter 4). As mentioned in
Chapter 3, the caption quality was measured through a combination of the BLEU
and CIDEr scores, as well as manual sentence coherence evaluation. The novel PPO
system achieved the best BLEU scores on the validation data set as well as comparable
CIDEr scores on both the val. and the test sets (see Table 4.14) but most importantly
it had the most descriptive, grammatically consistent, and coherent sentences across
the widest range of samples (see Table 4.17).
5.1 Future Work
Both reinforcement learning and sign language translation are exciting and dynamic
fields that have seen major progress in the recent years [10, 44, 4, 71, 18]. However,
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the marriage of both of these fields, to the best of our knowledge, has only a very small
body of work [22] aside from this thesis. One opportunity to expand this is to extend
the reach of the RL algorithms used here past pure text captions and translation
to glosses. Seeing as the state-of-the-art work in the field of SLT leverages weakly
annotated gloss level knowledge [44], it may be possible to realize even greater results
through a DRL fine-tuning process. Another potential area of exploration would
be to leverage other popular DRL algorithms such as Deep Q-Learning (DQN) [97]
or Soft Actor-Critic (SAC) [98] to fine-tune existing SLT systems. DQN is one of
the first first deep learning model to successfully learn control policies directly from
high-dimensional sensory input, and SAC has been shown to be much more effective
than other approaches on smaller continuous state-action spaces with a higher sample
complexity.
Another area that is promising to explore is the usage of other feature sets during
the experimentation phase. Testing unsupervised features generated through Open-
Pose [99], Inception Net [84], or DenseNet [100] could yield even greater results than
the aforementioned ResNet [83] features.
Based on our results we believe the quickest way to a more stable usage of DRL
in SLT is to craft a reward signal which is less easily gamed by the DRL algorithm.
This could include human intervention like in [71], a combination of multiple different
NLP metrics as in [101], or specifically leveraging the METEOR metric [102] which
has been shown to explicitly address a majority of the weaknesses that BLEU carries
such as the lack of recall or the neglecting of higher order n-grams.
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